Let X be a CR manifold with transversal, proper CR G-action. We show that X/G is a complex space such that the quotient map is a CR map. Moreover the quotient is universal, i.e. every invariant CR map into a complex manifold factorises uniquely over a holomorphic map on X/G. We then use this result and complex geometry to proof an embedding theorem for (non-compact) strongly pseudoconvex CR manifolds with transversal G ⋊ S 1 -action. The methods of the proof are applied to obtain a projective embedding theorem for compact CR manifolds.
Introduction
An important and much studied question in CR geometry is whether an abstract CR manifold can be realised, locally or even globally, as a CR submanifold of C n , see for example [AF79] , [dM75] or [Koh86] . There have also been several works on the topic of CR manifolds with transversal group actions [BRT85] , Lempert proved an embedding result for the otherwise difficult 3-dimensional case assuming the existence of a transversal CR R-action [Lem92] .
There have been more recent results for CR manifolds with transversal S 1 -action by Herrmann, Hsiao and Li [HHL17] and also an equivariant Kodaira embedding theorem by Hsiao, Li and Marinescu [HLM17] .
Most of the above results are for the case of CR codimension 1, but the high codimension case is also interesting, as the following example from the theory of transformation groups shows.
Let (Z, ω) be a Kähler manifold with holomorphic action of a Lie group G which leaves ω invariant. Let µ : Z → g * be a momentum map such that 0 is a regular value and define M := µ −1 (0). Then T x M ∩ iT x M = (Cg(x)) ⊥ω and M is a CR submanifold of Z with transversal G-action. Here, g(x) denotes the tangent space at x to the orbit Gx and Cg(x) the complex subspace generated by g(x).
The space M and the induced complex structure on the quotient M/G is of high interest in geometric invariant theory. In the case where Z is a bounded domain in C n with Bergmann metric ω and G a unipotent subgroup of the group of holomorphic isometries of (Z, ω), very little is generally known about the quotient M/G.
In this paper we will consider X to be a CR manifold with proper, transversal action of a group G such that G is a subgroup of its universal complexification G C . We recall that G is a subgroup of its universal complexification if and only if it is a Lie subgroup of some complex Lie group. For example every closed subgroup of a matrix group is a subgroup of a complex group but the universal covering of SL 2 (R) is not.
We systematically start by showing that X may always be embedded into a complex manifold. In particular, we say that a complex manifold Z with holomorphic action of G C and a G-equivariant CR embedding Φ : X → Z is the universal equivariant extension of X if every equivariant CR map f : X → Y into a complex manifold Y with holomorphic G C -action extends uniquely to a G C -equivariant holomorphic map on Z.
Kevin Fritsch and Peter Heinzner were supported by the CRC TRR 191: "Symplectic Structures in Geometry, Algebra and Dynamics". Theorem 1.6. Let X be a CR manifold with proper, transversal, CR action of a Lie group G. Assume that G is a subgroup of its universal complexification. Then there exists a universal equivariant extension for X.
We use this to show that the quotient space X/G carries the structure of a complex space such that the sheaf of holomorphic functions on X/G is given by the sheaf of Ginvariant CR functions on X (Theorem 1.8). In section 2, we will generalise the notion of strong pseudoconvexity to CR manifolds with transversal of codimension one group action. We will then proof a connection between strongly pseudoconvex CR manifolds and S 1 -bundles in positive orbifold line bundles (see Theorem 2.3).
Using the quotient result and methods from complex geometry, we proof the following equivariant embedding theorem. Let H be a closed subgroup of its universal complexification, such that H C is complex reductive and H = G ⋊ S 1 , then we have H C = G C ⋊ C * . Let X be a CR manifold with proper, transversal, CR action of H such that H 0
x < G 0 x for every x ∈ X and let Y be the universal equivariant exension of X.
Theorem 3.5. Under the assumptions above, let X be strongly pseudoconvex and X/G be compact. Then there exists a H C -representation V and a H C -equivariant holomorphic embedding Φ : Y → C m \{0} × V , such that Φ| X : X → C m × V is an embedding. Here, C m is the trivial G C -representation and decomposes into irreducible C * -representations with positive weights.
In chapter 4, we use these techniques for a proof of a Kodaria-type embedding theorem for CR manifolds.
Corollary 4.1. Let X be a compact CR manifold with a transversal CR action of a compact Lie group K. Assume that there exists a weakly negative line bundle L K → X/K and let L → X be the induced CR line bundle. Then there exists a natural number k and finitely many CR sections s i ∈ Γ(X, L −k ) such that, for W = span(s i ), we have that
is a CR embedding.
Moreover we will show that the above embedding can be chosen to be K-equivariant.
Quotients
Let X be a smooth manifold and G a Lie group with smooth action on X. For an element ξ ∈ g, we denote by ξ X (x) := d dt 0 exp(tξ)x the fundamental vector field of ξ on X. We set g(x) := {ξ X (x) | ξ ∈ g} and say that the action is locally free if ξ X (x) = 0 for every ξ ∈ g\{0}. For a manifold X, we write CT X for the complexified tangent bundle. Let T 1,0 X be a smooth complex subbundle of CT X such that T 1,0 X ∩ T 1,0 X = {0} and [Γ(U, T 1,0 X), Γ(U, T 1,0 X)] ⊂ Γ(U, T 1,0 X) for every open subset U of X. Here, Γ(U, T 1,0 X) denote the smooth sections into T 1,0 X on U . Set n =dim C T 1,0 X and d =dim R X − 2n, then we call (X, T 1,0 X) a CR manifold of dimension (2n, d). We write T 0,1 X := T 1,0 X. A typical example is given by a real submanifold X of a complex submanifold Z such that dim(T x X ∩ JT x X) is constant in x, where J denotes the complex structure on Z. Let (X, T 1,0 X) be a CR manifold with a CR action of a Lie group G. We call the action transversal, if Cg(x) ⊕ T 1,0
x X ⊕ T 0,1 x X = CT x X for every x ∈ X, where Cg(x) is the complex subspace in CT x X generated by g(x).
A result of Loose states that if the action is proper, free and fulfils Cg(x) ∩ T 1,0
x X ⊕ T 0,1 x X = {0}, then the quotient X/G may be equipped with a CR structure such that the projection X → X/G is a CR map [Loo00, Theorem 1.1]. Our first goal is to show that if the action is proper and transversal, but not necessarily free, then the quotient X/G is a complex space.
For the proof, we first recall some basic techniques regarding quotients in the smooth case.
Let X be a smooth manifold and G a Lie group with proper and free action on X. For every point x ∈ X, we find a smooth submanifold S of X with x ∈ S such that the map G × S → X, (g, s) → gs is a diffeomorphism onto an open subset U of X [Pal60, Theorem 2.3.3]. The quotient map π : X → X/G induces a homeomorphism π| S : S → π(U ), which defined on X/G the structure of a smooth manifold.
If G is a closed subgroup of a Lie group H and G acts on a manifold X, then G acts proper and free on H × X via (g, (h,
This lets us formulate the general slice theorem as follows. Let G act on X properly, then around every x ∈ X, there exists a slice, i.e. a smooth,
On CR manifolds, it is in general not possible to construct a reasonable CR structure on the quotient using slices directly. More precisely, if G acts freely and transversally on a CR manifold X and S is a slice at x ∈ X such that CT x S = T 1,0
x X ⊕ T 0,1 x X, then this would imply that T 1,0 X ⊕ T 0,1 X is involutive and X is flat. This fails in general.
We will use the following Lemma to construct complex structures on quotient spaces. For a smooth map f : X → Y between manifolds, we may extend df to a C-linear map df : CT X → CT Y . For the sake of simplicity, we will denote the extension with df , as well.
Lemma 1.1. Let X, Y be smooth manifolds and π : X → Y a surjective submersion. Let E be a smooth, complex subbundle of CT X. For every y ∈ Y , let F y be a complex subspace of CT y Y such that d x π : E x → F π(x) is an isomorphism for every x ∈ X. Then F = y F y is a smooth subbundle of CT Y and for every x ∈ X, there exist open neighbourhoods U of x and Ω of π(x) with π(U ) = Ω, such that for every smooth section W ∈ Γ(Ω, F ), there exists a smooth, π-related section V ∈ Γ(U, E), i.e. we have dπ
Proof. Denote by B n the ball with radius 1 in R n .
Since the result is local in X, we may assume that X = B n × B d , Y = B n and π is the projection onto the first component. We may also assume that we find smooth sections
). Since dπ : E → F is an isomorphism in every point, the W w i (z) define a basis for F w for every w ∈ B d and z ∈ B n which depends smoothly on w and z. In particular, the space
Then the π-related smooth section is given by V (z, w) :
We formalise the notion of CR embeddings.
Definition Let X, Y be CR manifolds. A map Φ : X → Y is called a CR embedding if it is a smooth embedding of X into Y and
i.e. Φ(X) is a CR submanifold of Y . We require all embeddings to be closed.
Note that in the case where X is of CR codimension 1, it suffices that Φ is an embedding and a CR map. For higher CR codimension however, this is not true.
If a CR manifold X may be embedded into a complex manifold Z, it is an interesting question whether the CR functions on X may (locally) be extended to holomorphic functions on Z.
If H is a complex Lie group acting on a complex manifold Z, we say that the action is holomorphic if the action map H × Z → Z is holomorphic. Definition Let G be a Lie group and X a CR manifold with transversal action of G. Let Z be a complex manifold with holomorphic G C -action and Φ : X → Z a G-equivariant CR map. We say that (Z, Φ) is a universal equivariant extension of X if for every complex manifold Y with holomorphic G C -action and every G-equivariant CR map f :
If the universal equivariant extension exists, it is unique up to a G C -equivariant biholomorphic map.
From now on, denote by G C the universal complexification of G and assume that G is a subgroup of G C . This is for example the case if there exists any injective morphism of G into a complex Lie group. In particular, it is the case for every linear group. Now G being a subgroup of G C implies that G is a totally real, closed subgroup of G C [Hei93, §1 Proposition].
Let X be a CR manifold with proper, transversal CR action of G. For a Lie group G, we will denote by G 0 the connected component of the identity, which is a normal Lie subgroup of G.
Let S be a (smooth) slice at x ∈ X and L = G x . Because all G-orbits are of the same dimension, all isotropy groups G s for s ∈ S have to contain L 0 . Since L 0 acts trivially on S, we get an L/L 0 -action on S and the L-orbits on S are finite.
Since L is compact, we have L C = Lexp(il) and every connected component of L C intersects L. We conclude that L C /(L 0 ) C = L/L 0 and get an L C -action on S as a finite group.
Because of [Hei93, §3 Corollary 1], we see that L C is a closed complex subgroup of G C . For Ω = G × L S, define the smooth manifold
We call Ω C the extension of the slice S or just a slice extension around x.
We want to show that Ω may be embedded into Ω C and start with the following Lemma.
Lemma 1.2. Let G be a closed subgroup of H. Let H 0 be a closed subgroup of H, define the subgroup G 0 := G∩H 0 and assume that the image of the map G/G 0 → H/H 0 is closed. Let X be a smooth manifold with H 0 -action, then the map Φ : G × G 0 X → H × H 0 X is an embedding.
Proof. By construction of G 0 and H 0 , the map G/G 0 → H/H 0 is an immersion. In particular, it is a smooth embedding [MZ55, §2.13 Theorem]. Since the following diagram of bundle maps
Proof. The idea of the proof is to apply Lemma 1.2 for H = G C , H 0 = L C and H = L. Due to [Hei93, § 3 Corollary 1], we have L C ∩ G = L. It remains to show that the image of G/L → G C /L C is closed. From [Hei93, §1 Proposition] we get the existence of an involutive anti-holomorphic homomorphism Θ on G C such that G is the fixed point set of Θ.
Let θ be the corresponding involution on g C , then l is fixed under θ and l C is invariant. Since L is compact, we have L C = Lexp(il). Now let g n be a sequence in G such that the image of g n in G C /L C converges. We find a sequence l n ∈ L C such that g n l n → g ∈ G C .
Write l n = k n exp(P n ) with k n ∈ L and P n ∈ il. Then l n g −1 n Θ(l n g −1 n ) −1 = l n Θ(l n ) −1 = k n exp(P n )Θ(k n exp(P n )) −1 =k n exp(P n )exp(−θ(P n ))k −1 n = k n exp(2P n )k −1 n , using the same computation as above. Since L is compact, we may assume that k n and therefore exp(P n ) converges. This implies that l n and therefore g n is a convergent sequence.
In order to formulate our first result, we fix x ∈ X and a Slice S at x. We identify Ω = G · S with G × L S where L = G x and denote by Ω C = G C × L C S the corresponding slice extension. We have the following Theorem 1.4.
(1) The slice extension Ω C is a complex manifold such that the natural G C -action on Ω C is holomorphic.
Proof. We begin by showing that Ω C is a complex manifold. The map
is a surjective submersion. We denote by [h, s] C the elements of
In particular, this means that there exists an l ∈ L C such that ls = s 0 . But since the L C -orbits on S are equal to the L-orbits, we may choose l to be in L. We get
This condition is equivalent to the existence of an l ∈ (G C ) [1,s 0 ] = (G [1,s 0 ] ) C such that hgl −1 = 1, hence h = lg −1 . We have shown that
Since η is a submersion, every fibre of η is a submanifold with tangent space equal to the kernel of dη. hence in a point (h 0 , y) ∈ G C × Ω, we get
where (g y ) C denotes the Lie algebra of the isotropy group (G C ) y and dh 0 is the differential of the left translation by h 0 . Now we consider G C × Ω as a CR manifold.
. Since all isotropy groups of the G-action on Ω are of the same dimension, we see that
Because of that, it suffices to show
. But the latter implies that [h, s] C = [h 0 , s 0 ] C , hence there exists an l ∈ L C such that ls = s 0 and we may again choose l to be in L.
We may therefore assume s = s 0 and hh −1
Because η is equivariant, we conclude F (l,[1,s]) = dl(F (1,[1,s]) ) and need to show that
We have shown that d x η induces an isomorphism between E x and F η(x) = F x and from Lemma 1.1 we get that F = x F η(x) is a subbundle of CT Ω C . We claim that F defines a CR structure on Ω C .
For V ∈ Γ ∞ (Ω C , F ), we use Lemma 1.1 and find a smooth
For another W ∈ Γ ∞ (Ω C , F ) and W 0 as above, this then implies
We have shown that Ω C is a CR manifold. Since its real codimension is zero, it is a complex manifold.
The
is CR. This is true because η is a CR map by construction. Lemma 1.3 says that Φ is a smooth embedding, let us check that it is a CR embedding. Note that Φ is a CR map by construction and Φ 0 :
y Ω and shows that Φ is a CR embdding. Now let us consider the universality condition. We will assume U = Ω, the general case is analogous. Let Y be a complex manifold with holomorphic G C -action and f : Ω → Y a G-equivariant CR map.
We define F :
We need to show that F is holomorphic. Consider the commuting diagram
Where ϕ is the action map. Now F is holomorphic if and only if F • η is CR, which follows from the diagram.
We want to give a global version of this local statement. For this, we consider the union over all slice extensions and identify the overlapping parts. We formalise this as follows.
Around every x ∈ X, there exists a slice extension Ω C x . We may cover X with countably many sets Ω i with extensions Ω C i for i ∈ N.
Then the identity map Ω i ∩ Ω j → Ω i ∩ Ω j extends to a unique G C -equivariant holomorphic map ϕ ji : Ω C ij → Ω C ji , using Theorem 1.4.
Because of the uniqueness, we get ϕ ii = id Ω C i and ϕ kj • ϕ ji = ϕ ki on the open subset
Because of the remarks above, this does indeed define an equivalence relation.
Define Z 0 := i∈N Ω C i to be the disjoint union over the Ω C i , the quotient map π : Z 0 → Z and equip Z with the quotient topology.
Lemma 1.5. The space Z is Hausdorff and second countable.
We show that Z is Hausdorff. If U, V ⊂ Ω C i are disjoint, then π −1 (π(U )) and π −1 (π(V )) are also disjoint.
It therefore only remains to treat the case where
Define the open subsets W x := G C · U x and W y := G C · U y of Ω C 1 and Ω C 2 . Assume that π(W x ) and π(W y ) are not disjoint. Then we find
But hx 0 and hy 0 are equivalent if and only if hx 0 = hy 0 in X, implying that U x and U y are not disjoint, which is a contradiction.
The general case now follows because the sets W hxx and W hyy we constructed are G Cinvariant and every G C -orbit in Ω C i intersects Ω i . Now Z is second countable because the Ω C i are second countable.
The Ω C i give Z the structure of a complex manifold. The G C -action on Z is holomorphic because the G C -actions on the Ω C i are holomorphic. The CR embeddings Φ i : Ω i → Ω C i extend to a CR embedding Φ : X → Z.
We summarise our results in the following Theorem.
Theorem 1.6. Let G be a subgroup of its universal complexification and X a CR manifold with proper, transversal CR G-action. Then the map Φ :
Proof. It remains to proof the universality condition. We will again assume U = X and take a G-equivariant CR map f :
We now consider the quotient X/G, using that X/G = Z/G C , and show that it has the structure of a complex space. Since the action of G C on Z is generally not proper, we need to proof the existence of holomorphic slices, i.e. for every z ∈ Z, there exists a (
Definition Let Z be a complex manifold with an action of a complex reductive group
The identity theorem for holomorphic functions then gives that F is well-defined.
Proposition 1.7. Let G be a subgroup of its universal complexification G C and X a CR manifold with transversal, proper G-action. Let x ∈ X, L = G x and Ω C = G C × L C S a slice extension around x. Then there exists a holomorphic slice S C for the G C -action on
Theorem 5.2 and Remark 5.4]. Since 1 · L C is a fixed point, translation by 1 · L C ∈ U V is L C -equivariant and we may assume that 1 · L C gets mapped to 0 ∈ V . Now L acts by unitary transformations on V for a suitable inner product. Applying [Hei91, §3.4 Proposition] to the inner product, we conclude that 0 ∈ V has a basis of L-orbit convex neighbourhoods.
The inverse image of an L-orbit convex neighbourhood of 1 · L C via the L C -equivariant quotient map G C /(L 0 ) C → G C /L C is an L-orbit convex neighbourhoodW of 1 · (L 0 ) C in G C /(L 0 ) C which is invariant under the L C -action from the right. Now ifW is as above and W 0 is an L C -invariant neighbourhood of x ∈ S, then the image ofW × W 0 is an L-orbit convex neighbourhood of x in G C × L C S. We conclude that x ∈ G C × L C S has an L-orbit convex neighbourhood basis. Now take some L-orbit convex neighbourhood W 1 of x and an open L-invariant neighbourhood W 2 of 0 ∈ T x Ω C with an L-equivariant biholomorphic map ϕ : W 1 → W 2 . We may extend ϕ to a L C -equivariant map Φ :
Apply [Hei91, §3.4 Proposiiton] on the origin in T x Ω C and find some L-orbit convex neighbourhoodW 2 ⊂ W 2 . Then extend ϕ −1 to a L C -equivariant mapΦ :
By choosing an L C -invariant subspace of T x Ω C which is perpendicular to l C (x), we find an L C -invariant complex submanifold S C of Ω C through x such that the induced map η :
We find some L-invariant neighbourhoodW of x in Ω C and an L-equivariant holomorphic mapη :
Write Ω C = G C × L C S, thenη| S∩W is an L C -equivariant map, which extends to a G Cequivariant mapη on the open set G C · (W ∩ S). Because of equivariance, we get η •η = Id on G C · (W ∩ S) and η is biholomorphic after possibly shrinking S C .
Theorem 1.8. Let G be a closed subgroup of its universal complexification and X a CR manifold with transversal, proper CR G-action. Then X/G is a complex space, such that the sheaf of holomorphic functions on X/G is given by the sheaf of G-invariant CR functions on X.
Proof. Let x ∈ X and let Ω C be a slice extension. Proposition 1.7 then implies that locally, Ω/G = Ω C /G C = S C /L C , where S C may be realised as an open subset of an L C -representation V . Now L C acts as a finite group on S C and V , hence V /L C is an affine variety, giving X/G the structure of a complex space.
Because of the universality condition, every G-invariant CR map on Ω extends to a unique G C -invariant holomorphic function on Ω C .
Remark
We have actually shown that X/G is a complex orbifold.
Remark If X is a CR manifold with proper, transversal and locally free G-action, then the G-action on G C × X is free, proper and transversal, hence G C × G X is a complex manifold. Writing X = G × G X and applying Lemma 1.2, one gets that X → G C × G X is an embedding. From the construction, it follows that G C × G X is the universal equivariant extension of X.
Pseudoconvexity
In general, we need to impose additional conditions on a CR manifold to ensure the existence of an embedding into C n .
In the presence of a G-action, we will generalise the notion of pseudoconvexity to CR manifolds of higher codimension and establish a link between strongly pseudoconvex CR manifolds and positive line bundles.
Definition Let X be a CR manifold of dimension (2n, d) with an action of a Lie group G. We say that the action of G on X is transversal of codimension one if dim g(x) = d−1 for all x ∈ X and g(x) ∩ (T 1,0
x X ⊕ T 0,1 x X) = {0}. Example Let G be a Lie group and M a CR manifold of dimension (2n, d) with transversal CR action of G. Let X be a G-invariant hypersurface of M , then X is a CR manifold of dimension (2(n − 1), d + 1) with G-action which is transversal of codimension one.
To see this, define W x = (T 1,0
Now every W x has a complex structure, which we denote by J
Let X be a CR manifold with locally free action of a Lie group G which is transversal of codimension one and assume that X is orientable.
Let L be a line bundle transversal to g(x) ⊕ (T 1,0 x X ⊕ T 0,1 x X) ∩ T x X in T X. Since (T 1,0 X ⊕ T 0,1 X) ∩ T X is a complex vector space bundle over X, it is orientable. Since the action is locally free, the bundle x g(x) is trivial and L is orientable, hence trivial.
We conclude that in this case, we always find transversal vector fields, i.e. a vector field T on X such that CT (x) ⊕ Cg(x) ⊕ T 1,0
x X ⊕ T 0,1 x X = CT x X. In fact, the above argument shows that, under the above conditions on the group action, X is orientable if and only if there exist transversal vector fields.
From now on, let X be a CR manifold with group action of G which is transversal of codimension one and let T be a transversal vector field on X. We define a 1-form on X via α(T ) = 1 and α(g(x) ⊕ T x X ∩ (T 1,0 X ⊕ T 0,1 X)) = 0, which we will call the projection onto T . For V, W ∈ T 1,0 X, we define ω(V, W ) := 1 2i dα(V, W ), by extending dα to a C-bilinear map on every fibre of CT X. By definition, ω is a hermitian form on T 1,0 X.
Definition Let T be a transversal vector field on X, the form α the projection onto T and ω be the induced hermitian form. We say that T is strongly pseudoconvex if ω is positive definite. We call X strongly CR-pseudoconvex if there exists a strongly pseudoconvex vector field T on X.
Note that if X is of CR codimension one with trivial group action, this is the usual definition of strong pseudoconvexity.
For V, W ∈ C ∞ (X, T 1,0 X), we get
Let S be another transversal vector field. We get that α(S) is pointwise non-vanishing, therefore β := α(S) −1 · α is the projection onto S. Equation (1) then implies
Definition We say that a vector field T on a CR manifold X is a CR vector field if the flow of T acts by CR automorphisms.
Note that in general, there do not need to exist transversal CR vector fields. Let X be a CR manifold with action of a compact Lie group K which is transversal of codimension one. Let T be a transversal vector field and α the projection onto T .
The K-action leaves the bundle Ck(x) ⊕ T 1,0 x X ⊕ T 0,1 x X invariant, hence for k ∈ K, we get α(d x k(T (x))) = 0. We say that K preserves the orientation of T if α(d x k(T (x))) > 0 for all k ∈ K and x ∈ X. Note that if K is connected, this is always the case.
Lemma 2.1. Let X be a CR manifold with K-action which is transversal with codimension one. Let T be a transversal CR vector field such that K preserves the orientation of T . Then there exists a transversal CR vector fieldT which is K-invariant. If T is strongly pseudoconvex, then alsoT is strongly pseudoconvex.
Proof. LetT (x) := K dk(T (k −1 x))dk be the vector field averaged over K. If α is the projection onto T , then α(T ) = K α(dkT (k −1 x))dk. Because K preserves the orientation of T , we conclude α(T ) > 0. In particular, we get thatT is transversal.
The flow ofT is given by ΦT t (x) = K k(Φ T t (k −1 x))dk, where Φ T t is the flow of T , which implies thatT is CR. Strong pseudoconvexity ofT follows from Equation (2).
Theorem 2.2. Let X be a compact CR manifold with locally free K-action which is transversal of codimension one. Let T be a strongly pseudoconvex K-invariant CR vector field. Then there exists a strongly pseudoconvex K-invariant CR vector fieldT such that the flow ofT defines an S 1 -action.
Proof. Let α be the projection onto T . We will define a riemannian metric on X. Since the K-action is locally free, the bundle k(x) is trivial and we choose a riemannian metric h for it.
A vector V ∈ T x X can be decomposed as
. Define a riemannian metric via
Denote by Φ T t the flow of T . Since T is K-invariant and CR, the flow Φ T t commutes with the K-action and leaves the bundles T 1,0 X and T 0,1 X invariant. This implies that α is invariant under Φ T t and that the flow acts by isometries with respect to g.
The isometry group Iso(X) of (X, g) acts properly on X and since X is compact, we conclude that Iso(X) is compact. Then the subgroup U of Iso(X) given by the CR isometries which commute with the K-action is compact, as well. Now T defines a subgroup of U , which is contained in a torus and the result follows because the vector fields defining S 1 -actions are dense in this torus. Now let X be a compact CR manifold with transversal, locally free CR action of S 1 ×K. Denote H = S 1 × K, then Y := H C × H X is a complex manifold. Now consider the CR manifold (C × K C ) × X with S 1 × K-action given by ((s, k), (z, h, x)) → (zs −1 , hk −1 , skx). This action is transversal, therefore Z := (C × K C ) × H X := ((C × K C ) × X)/H is a complex space. With the same argument, Z/K C = C × S 1 (X/K) is a complex space, as well. The natural map Y → Z is an open holomorphic injective immersion.
From Proposition 1.7, we conclude the existence of holomorphic slices on H C × H X.
The following theorem will be the main motivation for our further study.
Theorem 2.3. Let X be a compact CR manifold with transversal, locally free, CR S 1 ×Kaction such that the vector field T induced by the S 1 -action is strongly pseudoconvex. Then the set
Proof. For the map h :
Let U be the preimage of W under Z → Z/K C . We pull back h to a function on Z, which we will still denote by h. We have U = {z ∈ Z|h(z) < 1}. The map x → [1, 1, x] is a CR embedding of X and T extends to a C * × K C -invariant vector field on Y , which is the vector field induced by the S 1 -action on Y .
The boundary ∂U = {[1, g, x] ∈ (C * × K C ) × S 1 ×K X} = K C X is a hypersurface and therefore a CR submanifold of Y with transversal S 1 -action. We therefore have CT x ∂U = T 1,0
x ∂U ⊕ T 0,1 x ∂U ⊕ CT (x) and define the projection onto T via α(T (x)) = 1 and α(T 1,0 ∂U ⊕ T 0,1 ∂U ) = 0.
Take y 0 ∈ ∂W and let π : Z → Z/K C be the quotient map. We then find an x 0 ∈ X such that π(x 0 ) = y 0 . Let S be a holomorphic slice through x 0 for the H C -action and Ω = H C × L S, where L is the finite isotropy of H C in x 0 . We may assume that S is biholomorphic to a ball and CT x 0 S = T 1,0
x 0 X ⊕ T 0,1 x 0 X, since actions of compact groups at fixed points can be linearised.
Let [w, g, y] be the coordinates of (C * × K C ) × L S and take some smooth function ϕ on Ω such that h[w, g, y] · e ϕ[w,g,y] = |w| 2 . By construction, ϕ is H C -invariant and Ω ∩ ∂U is given by Φ[w, g, y] := |w| 2 − e ϕ[w,g,y] = 0.
Let ∂ ∂w be the complex vector field induced be the C * -component in Ω, let ( ∂ ∂z j ) j=1,...,m be a basis for T 1,0 S and extend this to a basis ( ∂ ∂w , ∂ ∂z j ) j=1,...,n for T 1,0 Ω. This is always possible after shrinking Ω.
We want to compute the CR structure of ∂U ∩ Ω in terms of the above basis and are therefore considering the equation
This implies that Z j = ∂ ∂z j + w |w| 2 e ϕ ∂ ∂z j ϕ ∂ ∂w gives a basis for the CR structure. Rewriting ∂ ∂w in Polar coordinates (r, θ) gives
We
using that e ϕ |w| 2 = 1 on the boundary of U . On ∂U , the projection α is given by α( ∂ ∂θ ) = α(T ) = 1 and α(Z j ) = α(Z j ) = 0, therefore
which implies that −ϕ is strictly plurisubharmonic in a neighbourhood of x 0 in S. After shrinking S, we may assume that −ϕ is strictly plurisubharmonic on S.
We restrict ϕ to an L-invariant function on S, write Ω/K C = C * × L S and
Define the map π L : C * ×S → C * × L S, then the set π −1 L (W ) = {(w, y) | |w| 2 < eφ (y) } is a Hartogs domain, which is strongly pseudoconvex because −ϕ is strictly plurisubharmonic and S is biholomorphic to a ball. Now the boundary of π −1 L (W ) in C * × S is given by a strongly plurisubharmonic L-invariant map ρ. Then ρ defines a map ρ on C * × L S, which is plurisubharmonic [GR56, Satz 3] and it only remains to prove that it remains plurisubharmonic under perturbations. But this follows using [GR56, Satz 3] again and the fact that π L is proper.
Remark We have actually shown that the orbifold line bundle Z/K C → Y /(C * × K C ) is weakly negative (see Section 4).
Equivariant Embeddings
In this section we prove an embedding theorem for strongly pseudoconvex CR manifolds. Let H be a subgroup of its universal complexification H C and assume that H C is complex reductive. Let G be a normal subgroup of H such that H = G ⋊ S 1 . This is a slightly more general setting then the direct product K × S 1 we considered before. The group H C is isomorphic to G C ⋊ C * and C * is a closed subgroup of H C .
For h ∈ H, we denote by h S ∈ H/G ∼ = S 1 the image of h in the quotient and for h ∈ H C we write h C ∈ H C /G C ∼ = C * , respectively. Note that the maps h → h S and h → h C are group morphisms. Now let X be a CR manifold with transversal, proper CR action of H and assume that H 0
x < G x in every point x ∈ X. Denote by T the vector field induced by the S 1 -action. The condition on the isotropy groups is equivalent to CT (x)⊕ Cg(x)⊕ T 1,0
x X ⊕ T 0,1 x X = CT x X. Note that the condition H 0
x < G 0 x is always satisfied if the H-action is locally free.
We have an H-action on the CR manifold C × X given by (h, (z, x)) → (zh −1 S , hx). This action is proper and CR and H 0
x < G 0 x implies that it is transversal. We conclude that
is a complex space. We may embed X into its universal equivariant extension Y as in Theorem 1.6. We define the complex space (C × Y )/H C = C × C * (Y /G C ) in the same manner as above and show that the natural map
It is sufficient to consider a slice neighbourhood Ω = H × Hx S of X and show that the map ϕ :
. Definition We say that X is strongly pseudoconvex if the set
is strongly pseudoconvex in Z.
The following construction, including Corollary 3.2, is based on ideas of Grauert, see [Gra62, §3.2]. We will reformulate it here, in our context.
Definition Let M be a set with S 1 -action, U ⊂ M a subset and V a vector space. We say that a map f : U → V is of order d ∈ Z if for all s ∈ S 1 and m ∈ U such that sm ∈ U , we have f (sm) = s d f (m). 
Consider the complex space
where H q denotes the q-thČech cohomology.
We now define a map
Let U ⊂ Z be open with U ∩ Y /H C = ∅ and g : U → C a holomorphic function.
Let π : C × Y → (C × Y )/H C = Z be the quotient map, then g := g • π is a H Cinvariant holomorphic function on π −1 (U ). Consider the set U 0 = {(0, w) ∈ π −1 (U )}, take (0, w 0 ) ∈ U 0 and develop g into a power series g = d z d f d,w 0 (w) in some connected neighbourhood of (0, w 0 ) of the form B w 0 × Ω w 0 . If (0, w 1 ) ∈ U 0 is another point such that B w 1 × Ω w 1 ∩ B w 0 × Ω w 0 = ∅, we have f d,w 0 = f d,w 1 on the intersection. We may therefore assume that f d is defined on Ω := (0,w)∈U 0 B w × Ω w and set g d (z, w) := z d f d (w) on Ω. Now the g d are actually H C -invariant, which we will see as follows. Setg d (hx) := g d (x) for h ∈ H C , x ∈ Ω, we need to show that this is well-defined. For this, fix some h ∈ H C and observe that every connected component of hΩ intersects U 0 . For (0, w 0 ) ∈ U 0 , we consider the power series expansions of g and g • h −1 , which have to coincide because g is H C -invariant. For c ∈ C * , we compute
Comparing coefficients in the power series expansions then gives
We may therefore assume that the sets B w × Ω w are H C -invariant. Since the g d are of order d, they may be extended to functions on (0,w)∈U 0 C × Ω w . Now the g d define holomorphic functions
For every open subset
) by restriction in the first component and the construction from above in the second component.
Now we want to define B d on the cohomology groups.
Y /H C and from the above construction, we see
For a cochain g ∈ C q (V, G Z ) and a q-simplex σ Y for V Y , with corresponding simplex σ for V, we define B d (g)(σ Y ) := B d,|σ| (g(σ)). Now if G ∈ C q−1 (V, G Z ) is a cochain, σ is a q-simplex for V and ∂ j σ is the corresponding (q − 1)-simplex by omitting the j-th set, then we have
From this computation and equation (3), we conclude that the maps
, and
are well-defined, since they map cocycles to cocycles and coboundaries to coboundaries. Since B ≤d 0 • A ≤d 0 =Id, we conclude that A ≤d 0 is injective for every d 0 .
The following Proposition was proved by Grauert [Gra58, Proposition 4] for the structure sheaf on complex manifolds and the proof also holds for this case using [FN80, Theorem 5.4], also see [Gra62, Hilfssatz 1].
Proposition 3.1. Let Z be a complex space and Ω ⊂ Z a strongly pseudoconvex, relatively compact set. Let G be a coherent analytic sheaf on Z. Then the complex vector spaces H q (Ω, G) are finite-dimensional for q > 0.
From Proposition 3.1 and the injectivity of A ≤d 0 , , we conclude the following result.
Corollary 3.2. Let X/G be compact, X be strongly pseudoconvex and G Y a coherent analytic sheaf on Y /H C . Then for every q > 0, there exists a d 0 such that
Let V be a H C -representation. We may define a new H C -representation structure on V via (h, v) → h d C hv, which we denote by V d .
Note that for an open subset U of Y , the G C -invariant holomorphic functions of order d > 0 on U are one-to-one with the holomorphic functions of order d on
The existence of holomorphic slices (Proposition 1.7) also implies that every H C -orbit is analytic. This shows that for a fixed y ∈ Y , the sheaf O V H C y of holomorphic maps to V which vanish on H C y is a coherent analytic H C -sheaf (see [Rob86] ).
Given a point x ∈ Y , we find a slice S C which is a Stein manifold. Since H C is complex reductive, we have that H C × H C y S C is Stein. Hence Y /H C has a neighbourhood basis such that the preimages under the quotient map are Stein. We may use [Rob86, Theorem 3.1] to see that both sheaves above are coherent analytic sheaves on Y /H C . Let x ∈ X and L = H x with L 0 ⊂ G. Then L C acts from the right on H C /G C as a finite group N . We call the order |N | of the finite group N the order of C * in x.
Proposition 3.3. Let y ∈ X, L = H y and H C × L C S C be a holomorphic slice in Y . Let l be the order of C * in x. Then there exists a H C -representation V and a H C -equivariant holomorphic injective immersion ϕ :
is a well-defined, injective equivariant immersion on some open,
For all y 0 ∈ U m , the restricted map Φ : G C y 0 → V ml × V (m+1)l is an embedding.
Proof. We May assume that S C ⊂ T y Y and
The quotient H C × L C T y Y is an affine variety with an action of the complex reductive group H C , therefore we find an equivariant holomorphic embedding into some representation V .
Let ϕ : H C × L C S C → V be the restriction of that embedding. The L C -orbits in S C are all finite. We conclude that all H C -orbits in H C × L C S C are also closed in H C × L C T y Y , hence ϕ is an embedding on every H C -orbit.
Let Φ be defined as in the statement of the Proposition. Using that ϕ is an equivariant immersion and therefore non-vanishing, a direct computation shows that Φ is injective.
and because ϕ(z) = 0 and ϕ is an immersion, one sees that Φ is an immersion inz. Because Φ is equivariant, it is an immersion in some invariant neighbourhood U m of H C y.
For fixed y 0 ∈ U m , we get Φ| G C y 0 = (c 1 ϕ, c 2 ϕ) for some constants c 1 and c 2 , which is an embedding.
For fixed y ∈ X with order l of C * in y, define f m :
(see (4)). Applying Corollary 3.2 to the sheaf (5) and choosing m large enough, we find a H C -representation V y , and a H C -equivariant holomorphic map Φ y : Y → V y such that Φ y = (f m ϕ, f m+1 ϕ) on H C y up to order 2. We therefore find a neighbourhood U y of y, such that the map Φ y : U y → V y is an immersion on U y , injective on H C y and Φ y : G C y → V y is an embedding.
Using the same argument for the trivial H C -representation C and ϕ being a constant map, we may construct a G C -invariant holomorphic map F : Y → C m which does not vanish on Y and every component F i of F is of order d i > 0. Because X/G is compact, we obtain inf x∈X ||F (x)|| 2 = c > 0. Proof. We will omit the subscript and write Φ = Φ y . We begin by showing that the map (F × Φ) : H C y → C m \{0} × V is an embedding.
Let w n ∈ C * , h n ∈ G C such that (F × Φ)(w n h n y) converges in C m \{0} × V . We get F (w n h n y) = F (w n y) = w d i n F i (y), which converges against a non-zero value. There exists an i such that F i (y) = 0, hence w n is bounded from below and above, therefore we may assume that it converges in C * .
But then w −1 n Φ(w n h n y) = Φ(h n y) converges and since Φ is an embedding on G C y, we have proved the claim.
We get that the C * -action on C m \{0} induced by the orders of the F i is proper and locally free, therefore we find a complex slice S around F (y) which is biholomorphic to some complex ball. Let Γ = C * F (y) , then Ω := C * × Γ S is an open, C * -invariant Stein neighbourhood of F (y) in C m \{0} and the H C -orbit through (F × Φ)(y) is closed in Ω × V .
Using [Hei88, Einbettungssatz 1], we find a closed H C -equivariant embedding µ of Ω×V into some H C -representation V 0 . Now µ • (F × Φ), defined on (F × Φ) −1 (Ω × V ), is an immersion in y and an embedding on the H C -orbit through y.
From the proof of Proposition 5.1 in [Sno82] , one finds a slice S 0 through µ • (F × Φ)(y) in V 0 and a slice S Y through y in Y such that the maps µ • (F, Φ) : S Y → S 0 and also
Additionally, H C · S 0 is saturated with respect to the quotient map.
Define W 0 = H C · S 0 , W := µ −1 (W 0 ) and U := H C · S Y . Then W is saturated with respect to the quotient map and (F × Φ) : U → W is an embedding.
Now every H C -orbit in U is closed, hence every H C -orbit in µ•(F ×Φ)(U ) is closed in W 0 . We may separate two distinct, closed orbits in W 0 by H C -invariant open neighbourhoods and the result follows.
Let us shortly summarize the assumptions we made to this point. We have that H is a subgroup of its universal complexification H C , G is a closed, normal subgroup of H such that H = G ⋊ S 1 . Furthermore, we assume H C to be complex reductive. Now let X be a CR manifold with proper, transversal CR action of H such that H 0
x ⊂ G 0 x for every x ∈ X and Y the universal equivariant extension of X. Our main result is the following.
Theorem 3.5. Let X be as above and assume that X/G is compact. Then there exists a H C -representation V and a H C -equivariant holomorphic embedding
Here, C m is the trivial G C -representation and decomposes into irreducible C * -representations with positive weights.
Proof. Let F , Φ y , U y ⊂ Ω C y and W y be as in Lemma 3.4. Using that X/G is compact, we may cover Y be finitely many open subsets U y with y ∈ I and considerΦ
which is an immersion on Y and injective on every H C -orbit.
We writeṼ := C m × y V y ,Ṽ 0 := (C m \{0})× y V y and show that the mapΦ : Y →Ṽ 0 is proper.
Let a n be a sequence in Y such thatΦ(a n ) = b n converges against b ∈Ṽ 0 . Because Y /H C = X/H is compact, we may assume that π(a n ) → π(a) converges, where we write π : Y → Y /H C for the quotient map.
Around a, we find a neighbourhood U y and an open neighbourhoodW y ofΦ(a), such thatΦ : U y →W y is an embedding andW y defines an open neighbourhood of b inṼ 0 //H C . This implies the convergence of a subsequence of a n . Since inf x∈X ||F (x)|| 2 = c > 0, we conclude thatΦ : X →Ṽ is proper.
SinceΦ is injective on every H C -orbit it only remains to show that we may separate points on different orbits.
Lemma 3.4 states that for every w, z ∈ U y in different orbits, we may separateΦ(w) andΦ(z) by H C -invariant open sets. For two distinct points z, w ∈ Y in different H Corbits, we may separate z and w by H C -invariant sets of the form
For every d that is a multiple of the orders of C * in z and w, the
Let ϕ : Ω z ∪ Ω w → C 2 be equal to (1, 0) on Ω z and equal to (0, 1) on Ω w . Note that ϕ is equivariant with respect to the trivial H C -representation.
Applying Corollary 3.2 on the sheaf (6) for the map f d · ϕ and sufficiently large d, we find a G C -invariant map F z,w : Y → C 2 of order d > 0 such that F (z) and F (w) may be separated by open, H C -invariant sets.
Because (Y /H C ×Y /H C )/ y∈I (U y /H C ×U y /H C ) is compact, we conclude that we may use this argument finitely many times and the result follows.
Line Bundles
We apply the methods used in the previous sections for a proof of an equivariant embedding theorem similar to the Kodaira embedding theorem.
Let X be a compact CR manifold and K a compact Lie group with transversal CR action on X.
We will use the definitions from [HLM17] for rigid, positive CR line bundles, generalised to arbitrary compact groups.
Let X be a CR manifold with transversal K-action. We say that a CR line bundle L → X is K-invariant if there exists a cover U i of X over which L is trivial such that each U i is K-invariant and the transition functions g ij are K-invariant and CR. The transition functions can be viewed as holomorphic functions on X/K and give rise to a holomorphic line bundle L K → X/K. On the other hand, every holomorphic line bundle L K → X/K also induces a CR line bundle L → X. We say that L is positive if L K is positive.
Note that if Ω is a slice-neighbourhood of x in X and f : Ω → R is a K-invariant smooth map, then f extends to a K C -invariant map F on Ω C . Assume now that the hermitian form (V, W ) → i∂∂F (V, W ) is positive for V, W ∈ T 1,0
x X. We find a slice S C through x in Ω C such that CT x S C = T 1,0
x X ⊕ T 0,1 x X, hence F | S C is strictly plurisubharmonic after possibly shrinking S C . Since (K x ) C acts as a finite group on S C , we conclude that F | S C defines a strictly plurisubharmonic function on S C /(K x ) C , using the same argument as at the end of Theorem 2.3. From [HM12, Proposition 6.1], we then see that if L is a positive, invariant CR line bundle in the sense of [HLM17] , then it is also positive using the definition given above.
Note that every negative line bundle with metric h is weakly negative. This means that the set {z ∈ L | h(z) < 1} is strongly pseudoconvex, see [Gra62, §3 Satz 1]. Now let L → X be a weakly negative line bundle and X S the S 1 -bundle of L, which is a strongly pseudoconvex CR manifold. Then C × S 1 X S ∼ = L and C × S 1 X S /K ∼ = L K .
If V is a K C -representation and ϕ : L → V a CR map of order d, then we may define a section X → L −d ⊗ V by setting s ϕ (x) := 1 ⊗ ϕ(1, x) in a trivialisation of L. A direct computation shows that this does indeed define a global section.
Now let x ∈ X, ϕ : U → V an equivariant inkective immerion in some neighbourhood U into a K C -representation V (see proof of theorem 3.3). Denote by p : L → X the bundle map. After shrinking U , we may assume that L is trivial over U and define the map f d : p −1 (U ) → C, (w, x) → w d . Applying Corollary 3.2 to the sheaf (5) for the point (1, [x]) ∈ L K , the map f d · (ϕ • p) and large d gives an equivariant map Φ : L → V d with Φ = f d · (ϕ • p) of order 2 on (S 1 × K) · (1, x) ∈ L.
The map Φ induces a section ϕ 0 :
Denote by L k (C) the CR sections X → L −d and by L k x (X) and L k x,y (X) the sections vanishing in x of order 2 and the sections vanishing in x and y, respectively. For x ∈ X, we may use the argument above and choose a basis for V to obtain sections s 1 , ..., s m ∈ L d (X) such that the d x s i form a generating system for (T x X) * . Using the same argument as above for ϕ being a constant map, we also find a section s ∈ L d (X) with s(x) = 0 and ds(x) = 0. Using an analogous argument for Corollary 3.2 and sheaf (6), we also conclude that given two points x, y ∈ X in different K-orbits, we find a section s ∈ L dx,y (X) such that s(x) = 0 and s(y) = 0.
We have therefore shown that for every x ∈ X, there exists a k such that the sequence 0 → L k x (X) → L k (X) → (L k /L k x )(X) → 0 (7)
is exact. Also, given x, y ∈ X, there exists a k such that the sequence 0 → L k x,y (X) → L k (X) → (L k /L k x,y )(X) → 0 (8) is exact. Now if Sequence (7) is exact in x for k, it is also exact in a neighbourhood of x. The same applies for Sequence (8). The natural map Γ(X, (L −d ) k ) → Γ(X, L −dk ) is surjective, hence if sequences (7) and (8) are exact for k, they are also exact for dk for every d > 0.
Since X is compact, we conclude that there exists a k such that sequences (7) and (8) are exact for every point in X and pairs of points in X, respectively.
Corollary 4.1. Let X be a compact CR manifold with a transversal CR action of a compact Lie group K. Assume that there exists a weakly negative line bundle L K → X/K. Then there exists a natural number k and finitely many CR sections s i ∈ L k (X) such that, for W = span(s i ), we have that
Proof. For a subspace W ⊂ L k (X), we denote by Φ W the map defined in the corollary for this subspace. We may assume that Φ W is always well-defined.
Choose k so that Sequences (7) and (8) are exact for every x ∈ X and pairs x, y ∈ X. Take x ∈ X, then we find sections g 1 , ..., g m ∈ L k such that y → (g 1 (y), ..., g m (y)) is an immersion in x in a trivialisation around x. We also get a section g 0 with g 0 (x) = 0 and d x g 0 = 0.
Set W x = span(g 0 , ..., g m ). We may assume that the g i form a basis for W x , then Φ Wx (y) = [g 0 (y), ..., g m (y)] in the corresponding dual basis. This shows that Φ Wx is an immersion in x.
We may repeat this process finitely many times to find a subspace W of L k (X) such that Φ W is an immersion on X. We may therefore cover X by finitely many open sets U i such that Φ W : U i → P(W * ) is injective. Now (X × X)/ i (U i × U i ) is compact, and for two points (x, y) ∈ (X × X)/ i (U i × U i ), we find a sectionŝ such that Φ W +Cŝ separates x and y.
We only need to do this finitely many times to ensure that Φ is injective.
Since the bundle is K-invariant, we have a K-action on the space of global sections defined by ks(x) := s(k −1 x). We then get a K-action on Γ(X, L) * via kλ(s) := λ(k −1 s). The map in Corollary 4.1 is equivariant if W is K-invariant.
We may define a seminorm on the global CR sections by taking a K-invariant open subset U of X over which L is trivial and defining ||s|| U := sup x∈U ||s(x)|| 2 + sup x∈U ||ds(x)|| 2 . Since X is compact, this induces a norm by taking the supremum over finitely many such seminorms. Then the K-action defined above is continuous. From [Bor72, Proposition 3.6], we conclude that the K-finite sections are dense and the embedding from above can be choosen to be equivariant.
